HINT APRIL 21 AS PROM DATE

Committee Waits For Romero’s O.K.; Class Shrouded With Mystery

Party committee is waiting for word from Romero, O. K., Class, and is still working on its efforts to select a new sponsor. Officially, they are not at all certain of what they will do in the second week of May, but if they do, Willard will have a good chance to lose. The committee is still working, but it is almost certain that the Willard committee will select Willard. In other words, the prospects are not too good for any other sponsor before a formal announcement as to where the party will be held is made.

WHITBY, ZETAGAHEGAN, AND HAMLIN-GARDEN

PRESENT PROGRAMS

Benedict-Gardner literary society gave a program Wednesday evening to the amusement of the members and the visitors who were present. The program consisted of a recitation by a student and a reading by another. The student recitation was delivered by Miss Anne A. Alphonson, who recited the story of "The Last Leaf." The reading was delivered by Miss Mabel A. Benedict, who read "The Diary of a Madman." After the program, the members of the society discussed the merits of the literary society and the need for more participation.

WICHITA NEWS

The Wichita Eagle has announced that it will begin publishing daily editions on Monday, July 3. The decision was made after a thorough study of the market conditions and the competition in the city. The Eagle noted that it had been forced to cut back on its coverage of local events due to the high cost of production. However, the newspaper said that it would continue to provide quality journalism and remain committed to serving the community.

BARRIERS STILL HOLD OUT FOR OLD PRICES; STUDENTS AND STAFFER PASS BAR FOR BREAKFAST MEETING LAST NIGHT

Students took advantage of the reduced prices in the Ravine Tuesday morning. Although the Ravine had been closed for several weeks, it was still being sold for less than half of its original price. The Ravine was the only place where students could purchase food at a reduced price. However, it was not open to the public, so students had to be admitted by a member of the staff. It is not clear whether the Ravine will remain closed or if it will reopen to the public.

THE DAILY IOWAN

Official Student Newspaper of the University of Iowa

IOWA HOPES LIE IN FINAL TILTS

Students May Keep Devine From Going To Michigan

Whether or not Aubrey Devine, director of athletics, goes to Michigan is a question that has been out of the game for the past few weeks. However, it is still possible that he may be able to take the last trip of the season to the Big Ten tournament. If Devine decides to go, it is likely that he will have to leave the campus early on Friday night in order to reach Michigan on time. However, if Devine decides not to go, it is unlikely that any trip will be made to the Big Ten tournament.

In that case, either Walker, who showed up well on the Coverday Monday, or Brockman, who also showed up well, will probably be the starting center. However, if Devine decides not to go, it is likely that the starters will be set earlier in the game. The team has been working in Devine’s place, and it is possible that they may be able to win the game without any help from Devine.

In the first section of the present issue of the Iowa Daily Iowan, George E. Kay and Prof. Ralston L. Murray discuss the potential effects of Devine’s absence on the team. They point out that Devine’s absence could have a significant impact on the team’s performance, as he has been a key player in the team’s success. However, they also note that Devine’s absence could provide an opportunity for the other players to step up and take on a greater role in the team. They suggest that the team should focus on improving their overall performance, rather than relying on Devine’s leadership.

MURRAY LINES UP HIS TEAM FOR BIG SENIOR WEEK

At a meeting of the senior present officers, George E. Kay and Prof. Ralston L. Murray discussed the potential effects of Devine’s absence on the team. They point out that Devine’s absence could have a significant impact on the team’s performance, as he has been a key player in the team’s success. However, they also note that Devine’s absence could provide an opportunity for the other players to step up and take on a greater role in the team. They suggest that the team should focus on improving their overall performance, rather than relying on Devine’s leadership.
WORK BOOMS ON IWAN, NOW FLOURISH ON EASTERN CAMPUSES
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Are you interested in the national membership approximately three-fourths of the other one-fourth refusing to join

The Shiek

The Dance for College Women's Wednesday Night Program for Saturday Evening

The Shiek and the latest reports have it that the Shiek is in college and in Oxford, even the all conservative Boston papers have fallen for it. Thousands of students have been ac-cepted by Oxford but without exception the Dictionary of the Shiek is Oxford, Isaiah in the Bible and Harvard, Harvard, of, and the Oxford students are not.
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**It's Up To You**

We have complied with the requests of the students by lowering our prices, believing that this will give us an increased volume of business, which will offset these cuts. **LET'S MAKE A GO OF IT**

If we don't it's failure for both of us.

Yours for What's Best

Racine's Cigar Stores

---Young Ladies---

Are You Thinking About

**THAT SPRING SUIT**

If So, Think of ROTHCHILD'S

We have, during the past few days, received several shipments and the very one you want may be here. It will be to your advantage to see the beautiful new models designed to meet the requirements of you young ladies.

The new wing sleeve and Mandarin models are the latest development and we know you will like them because they are so different. The blouse, box and tailored models, with a generous use of embroidery, will also be good in taste.

---Patrons---

**A Heap Big Fun Film**

"The Paleface"

Laughs—Roars—Howls—Yells!

---Patrons---

**DANCING SATURDAY AFTERNOON WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION 3:00 to 5:00 VARSITY HALL**

**GARDEN THEATRE**

**TODAY AND TOMORROW**

They told messages from the dead. Forged messages? That doubt is what makes them so interesting.

**THE HOLE IN THE WALL**

the latest picture starring

**ALICE LAKE**

the most thrilling of all her successes

The Speaker for the Upsettees

**IT IS WORTH SEEING!**

---also---

Vitagraph Comedy

Jimmie Aubrey

**"THE MESSENGER"**

---Admission---

Afternoon ... 10c-25c Evening . . . . 15c-25c

**ENGLERT**

Today, Tomorrow and Sunday

The Picture a

Weary Public Has

Waited for—

**A REAL AMERICAN DRAMA**

**THAT'S HOW HE PRESENTS**

**HAIL THE WOMAN**

With the greatest cast of first-rate stars assembled on the screen.

**FIRST NIGHT**

MOREY BOWEN LINDA HAYES DWIGHT HAMMOND GLENDA CAMPBELL

**SECOND NIGHT**

THEODOR DRAKE GEORGE HINES

**THIRD NIGHT**

HERMAN VANDERMARK WENDY MANNING JACOB KAPLAN

**THEMES OF GENERAL Interest**

Story From the Make-Believe Land of Adventurers

**Seth Howard's Westerns**

What has God against women? Behind her painted face was an aching heart.

Has a father the right to plan his son's life? And turn his beautiful daughter out of his house?

**THERE'S A THRILL AND A STARTLING CLIMAX YOU MUST SEE!**

AND—

**BUSTER KEATON**

**A Heap Big Fun Film**

**"The Paleface"**

Laughs—Roars—Howls—Yells!

---Admission---

Afternoon—10c-25c Evening—15c-40c
PASTIME -THEATRE-
"The Theatre With the College Spirit"

Last Times Today
A Great Super-Special Feature in 8 Big Roles. With America's Greatest Screen Actor in An Intense Emotional Role
WILLIAM FARNUM-

"PERJURY"

Then for a little fun-
evenings pleasantly spent - it's suitable for party
forated to emphasize style quaIities-a leader in
Outside

MONDAY MITE, MARCH 5
The Fantastic and Authentic Reel from New York's Little Quarter
SEATS On Sale Tuesday

Mr. Greene Takes the Stage
FRIDAY 2011 COMPANY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
20-ARTISTS MODELLES
No Snow Like THE FOLLIES

MALL DEPARTMENT OF THE METRO TIMES

1850 STATE STREET

119 POSITIONS TO FILL SOON
Graduate College Offers Paying Positions to Assistants

The graduate college is offering the students appointments for the next school year, 1925 and 1926. These positions will be ap-
pointed and paid $1000 and over each year for service in the following departments. Fifteen researcll
positions are to start in February or March, and forty assistantships will be paid $700 to $1000.

In addition to these there will be positions in the following fields: History, $500; Botany, $500; Cell
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